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Temporary Power Leads for Events
Cleveland Cable Company is the leading supplier of temporary power cable for events.

Flexible Mains Leads for the Power Industry
Cleveland Cable supply tailor made power leads to your exact any cable size, in any length. We have the largest stock and
range of HO7RN-F and EPR-CSP cables in the UK including all sizes and core conﬁgurations 1mm up to 630mm2. Additionally
we hold the full range of control ﬂexes both braided and unbraided up to 95mm 2. Any of these cables can be incorporated
into customised leads.
In House Testing Prior to Delivery on Site
Leads are prepared in our own workshop by fully trained operatives. All assemblies are fully
tested at each stage of the process and accurate records are retained to ensure complete
traceability on completion. Every customer is guaranteed the highest quality materials
throughout. Our huge stocks of cable allow us to provide customers with instant availability on
any special requirements. We would normally expect to complete and despatch any order
within two working days. Please see the following list for examples of leads we can provide.
We can also make bespoke leads to suit customer’s individual requirements.

Fittings & Connectors
Multicore leads can be expertly ﬁtted with 110 volt, 240 volt or 440 volt plugs or connectors, single phase or 3 phase, 13
amp, 16 amp, 32 amp, 63 amp or 125 amp. Single core leads can be supplied pre lugged or ﬁtted with ITT PowerLock or
Phase 3 Powersafe connectors, 600 amp to 800 amp.

Mennekes PowerTOP Xtra Range
Safe, robust and slip-proof with improved impact resistance, better protection,
best grip even under conditions, snow or dirt through unique rubber coating.
The plugs provide better corrosion protection in aggressive environments and at
high degrees of air humidity thanks to nickel-plated contacts.

Phase 3 Powersafe
Powersafe are the ultimate provider of safe power management.
Designed to connect single & three phase high current power
circuits, PHASE 3 POWERSAFE single pole connectors are at the
forefront of both safety and technical capability
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